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Summary: A disproportionate excess of blood group O was found in a circumscribed outbreak of serum hepatitis among patients and staff of a haemodialysis unit. The more severe cases were also mostly of group O. This suggests that host factors may be important in the genesis of this disease.

Introduction
Outbreaks of viral hepatitis have occurred in several maintenance haemodialysis units (Drukker et al., 1968). Jones et al. (1967) reported the first year of an outbreak in the Liverpool Unit, and the present report describes the ABO blood group distribution in this large and continuing epidemic involving 48 known outbreaks over a three-year period. Both serum hepatitis and infectious hepatitis have been incriminated in haemodialysis unit outbreaks (Public Health Laboratory Service Report, 1968), but in the absence of any definitive diagnostic method differentiation between the two conditions can only be based on circumstantial evidence. It was concluded that the circumscribed Liverpool outbreak was due to serum hepatitis (Jones et al., 1967); the principal reasons being (a) the history of direct contact with the blood of a patient undergoing maintenance haemodialysis treatment in almost all cases; (b) the occurrence of hepatitis in five laboratory technicians who had handled the blood of RDT patients; (c) the absence of secondary spread to contacts of affected cases, with the exception of three relatives who helped with home haemodialysis; and (d) the incubation period was 40 to 150 days. Liability to develop hepatitis in these circumstances was not well correlated with exposure risk as expected, and the observed differential susceptibility was found to be blood-group related.

Methods
The population studied was divided into cases of hepatitis and subjects at risk who did not develop hepatitis.

Group 1 comprised: (1) 36 cases of clinical icteric hepatitis with confirmatory biochemistry; (2) six cases of anicteric hepatitis with malaise, gastrointestinal symptoms, itching, significantly raised alanine transaminase levels, and recorded serum bilirubin levels within the normal range; and (3) three much transfused haemodialysis patients diagnosed as hepatitis carriers on epidemiological grounds, suggesting transmission to other definite cases. Hepatitis was diagnosed in 10 haemodialysis patients, three other kidney unit patients, three relatives of haemodialysis patients, 22 nurses, five haemodialysis technicians, and five biochemistry technicians. Three of the early cases could not be traced for blood grouping and were excluded from the present series.

Group 2 comprised subjects at risk who showed no manifestations of infection and included: (1) eight haemodialysis patients; (2) 28 medical and nursing staff who had prolonged contact (over three months) with several haemodialysis patients; (3) four haemodialysis technicians; (4) three biochemistry technicians who repeatedly handled the blood of haemodialysis patients; and (5) 11 spouses of haemodialysis patients who, though exposed to only one patient, were considered to be at some risk because three of their number are included in group 1, having been infected in the course of home dialysis.

In contrast to the hepatitis cases, delineation of at-risk status is difficult and group 2 is incomplete; however, it is thought to include not less than three-quarters of those who were at high risk. The classification is nevertheless assumed to be valid because inclusion depended on awareness of risk and availability for grouping; and was not selective with reference to blood group.

Patients, relatives, and staff not previously grouped were ABO-typed with "Eldon cards" to avoid the introduction of potentially infective material to the hospital laboratory.

Results
The overall series consisted of 96 individuals divided into 45 cases of hepatitis and 51 non-infected at-risk subjects. The ABO blood group distribution was found to be biased, and Table I shows an excess of group O in the hepatitis cases and a deficit of group O in the at-risk subjects. The difference between the two groups is statistically significant (P<0.01). The ABO distribution of the overall sample of 96 individuals was 45 of group O, 38 of group A, 10 of group B, and 3 of group AB, which does not differ greatly from the large Liverpool control series collected by Clarke et al. (1956).
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Hepatitis cases and at-risk subjects show an excess of group O in the hepatitis cases and a deficit of group O in the at-risk subjects. The 16 non-O cases of hepatitis were combined because of the small numbers; there were 13 cases of group A, 2 of group B, and 1 of group AB (x²=9.215, P<0.01)

The group O excess was apparent in both the icteric and anicteric hepatitis cases and also when categories of individuals were considered; Table II shows the findings in the 18 patients treated by maintenance haemodialysis during the period of the epidemic.
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Hepatitis in haemodialysis patients shows an apparent excess of group O in the haemodialysis patients who developed hepatitis.

There have been no fatalities in the Liverpool outbreak and most of the cases were comparatively mild, but some severe cases were observed with protracted clinical courses and high serum bilirubin levels (up to 35 mg./100 ml.). Clinically, four cases were of outstanding severity and all four individuals were of group O. The arithmetic mean of the peak-recorded total serum bilirubin in the icteric cases was 9.6 mg./100 ml. in Group O cases and 6.6 mg./100 ml. in non-O cases.

Discussion
The present data show an increase in group O among the hepatitis cases and a reciprocal decrease in group O among those at-risk subjects who did not develop hepatitis. It must be admitted that it is impossible to define the control group
accurately, but three points should be stressed. All subjects in the control group were in contact with haemodialysis patients for at least three months; exposure varied among the staff, but inclusion of some subjects with a relatively low exposure would only tend to blur the difference between the two groups; and inclusion in the control group was entirely independent of any prior knowledge of the ABO blood group of the subject. Furthermore, the ABO blood group distribution of the Liverpool regular dialysis treatment unit population was similar to the known ABO blood group frequencies in the Liverpool area. These considerations therefore suggest that subjects of group O are more likely to develop hepatitis, and the results of similar surveys from other haemodialysis hepatitis outbreaks will therefore be awaited with interest. Until this finding is confirmed in other units the ABO blood group should clearly not be a factor in either patient or staff selection.

A relation between the liability to develop hepatitis and the ABO blood groups would suggest that host factors may be of importance in the genesis of this disease. The high frequency of hepatitis outbreaks in haemodialysis treatment units raises the possibility that the haemolytic state may in some way facilitate the spread of this disease, and this again emphasizes the possible importance of host factors in predisposing to hepatitis.

It is of interest that this is not the first report of an altered ABO distribution in hepatitis. Zuckerman and McDonald (1963) found an excess of group A and a corresponding deficiency of group O in 378 cases of "acute hepatitis." Their data were collected from Royal Air Force records, and the type of hepatitis was not specified. If, as seems likely, most of their cases were of infectious hepatitis, then the converse blood-group relationship in the present outbreak of serum hepatitis raises the possibility of antigenic differences between the respective viruses. It is, of course, possible that the blood-borne hepatitis associated with maintenance haemodialysis is in some way distinct from the commonly recognized forms.

Associations have been shown between ABO blood groups and several classes of disease, and the significance of these relationships has been discussed by Clarke (1969). Vogel et al. (1960) propounded the thesis that the present-day constitution of the ABO polymorphism may have been influenced by the great pandemics of the past. Thus differential susceptibility to infectious diseases such as smallpox and plague in individuals of differing blood groups may have conferred selective evolutionary advantages, and thus influenced the present distribution of the ABO blood groups.

Serum hepatitis may be presumed to be a disease of the era of injections, transfusions, and haemodialysis, though transplant transmission has also been proposed (Stockes et al., 1954). Infants of mothers suffering from the disease do not usually show clinical signs of jaundice (Sherlock, 1968). An infected abortus or stillborn foetus, however, would not be jaundiced if placental function had been normal, just as jaundice does not occur in Rh-affected foetuses in utero.

Loss of ABO incompatible zygotes (Matsunaga, 1962) would result in a progressive increase in the frequency of O in succeeding generations unless offset by forces hostile to O. Differential susceptibility to the effects of serum hepatitis transmitted early in prenatal life might embody a selective anti-O mechanism.
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**Summary:** The change in specific airway conductance produced by smoking a cigarette under standard conditions was measured in 91 heavy smokers. Subsequently 19 of the most reactive subjects smoked two cigarettes with different filters and another containing cigar tobacco. The results indicated that reactivity to cigarette smoke was reduced significantly by increasing the retention efficiency of the filter and that reactivity to inhaled cigar-tobacco smoke was no less than that to cigarette smoke.

**Introduction**

Many studies have shown that cigarette smokers have a greatly increased morbidity and mortality rate from chronic bronchitis and emphysema compared with non-smokers. Pipe and cigar smokers, on the other hand, have rates that are only slightly higher than those of non-smokers. McDermott and Collins (1965) found that men with symptoms of chronic bronchitis had a greater immediate increase of airway resistance on smoking one cigarette than men without such symptoms, suggesting that their increased reactivity might have been related to the development of chronic bronchitis. If this were so, it would be important to know whether smoke from different types of cigarettes or cigars produced different degrees of response. This study was designed to obtain further evidence about the bronchial reactivity to various types of cigarette, a standardized smoking procedure being used.

**Methods**

The subjects were male prisoners, all of whom were heavy smokers. Their ages ranged from 19 to 56 years. Those giving a history of asthma were excluded from the study.